Kayaker dies after going over dam on Zink Lake

BY SHANNON MCGINNIS

A kayaker who fell into the Arkansas River on Monday was pronounced dead at a Tulsa hospital after rescue crews pulled him from the water.

The 35-year-old man, who was not identified Monday pending notification of his relatives, was kayaking alone when he went over the Zink Lake low-water dam, was pronounced dead at a hospital later Monday.

“Yeah, like I can tell you,” he said. “And I cannot pronounce that (city) name, China.”

SANDRA ESCALANTE

Eight-grade math and science teacher Joey Newsom explains how the WeatherBug station works in his classroom at Thoreau Demonstration Academy.

Students catch WeatherBug

BY ANDREA EGGER

Middle school uses grant to teach students to apply concepts in the real world

Oklahoma’s volatile weather brings math and science concepts to life inside Joey Newsom’s classroom at Thoreau Demonstration Academy.

“Thanks to a $12,000 grant from the Foundation for Tulsa Schools, a rooftop weather station and cameras linked to an international network called WeatherBug allows students to gauge the temperature and pressure across the globe. Students are using data they collect to do projects of their own to get a real-world look at math.”

WeatherBug gives Newsom access to curriculum from which he can pick and choose, depending on the math level of his students.

“I think it’s great to be able to show students that math isn’t just sitting on a blackboard behind the door. It’s the definition of education, of how you bring characters in the classroom. It’s a way to teach a student that’s not going to like education or to understand the differences and do so outside of a test,” Newsom said.

Emergency workers load a man into an ambulance after firefighters pulled him from the Arkansas River on Monday morning. The man, whose kayak had gone over the Zink Lake low-water dam, was pronounced dead at a hospital later Monday.

A collective of organizations is ready to roll out the first phase of a plan to eliminate chronic homelessness in Tulsa.

Once funding is secured, “A Way Home for Tulsa” will begin the one-year process of lay-

Agencies team up to tackle chronic homelessness

BY MIKE AVEND

A collective of organizations is ready to roll out the first phase of a plan to eliminate chronic homelessness in Tulsa. Once funding is secured, “A Way Home for Tulsa” will begin the one-year process of laying out a plan to house the 105 most chronically homeless people help them stay housed.

Once they are housed, they can meet with a team of case managers from various agencies

"But we understood that in this situation we need to be working toward a mutually beneficial agreement, and that’s what we hope to accomplish in this mediation." The mediator will be retired Okla-

Local

A Way Home for Tulsa

The Tulsa County fair board agreed Monday to accept an offer from the city of Tulsa to enter into mediation over disputed utility bills at Expo Square.

The fairgrounds has refused to pay city stormwater and trash bills since Jan. 1, 2010, when the city annexed the fairgrounds.

"We understand that there is a sentiment among the county commission where it should be legal for qualified charitable organizations to serve people that are visible to the public at large to believe up to, say, 280 days a year. However, we don’t think that’s an acceptable way to run a business. We think there’s a safer, more fiscally responsible way to deal with this. We just ask that the county be willing to come to the table and talk and work toward an agreement where there is a shared responsibility on both sides," Boudreau said.
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The Tulsa County fair board agreed Monday to accept an offer from the city of Tulsa to enter into mediation over disputed utility bills at Expo Square.

The fairgrounds refused to pay city stormwater and trash bills since Jan. 1, 2010, when the city annexed the fairgrounds.

"We understand that there is a sentiment among the county commission where it should be legal for qualified charitable organizations to serve people that are visible to the public at large to believe up to, say, 280 days a year. However, we don’t think that’s an acceptable way to run a business. We think there’s a safer, more fiscally responsible way to deal with this. We just ask that the county be willing to come to the table and talk and work toward an agreement where there is a shared responsibility on both sides," Boudreau said.
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Tulsa County’s fair board said Monday it would accept an offer from the city of Tulsa to enter into mediation over disputed utility bills at Expo Square.

The fairgrounds has refused to pay city stormwater and trash bills since Jan. 1, 2010, when the city annexed the fairgrounds.

A Way Home for Tulsa!

The 35-year-old man, who was not identified Monday pending notification of his relatives, was kayaking alone when he went over the Zink Lake low-water dam and was pronounced dead at a hospital later Monday.

"We understand that there is a sentiment among the county commission where it should be legal for qualified charitable organizations to serve people that are visible to the public at large to believe up to, say, 280 days a year. However, we don’t think that’s an acceptable way to run a business. We think there’s a safer, more fiscally responsible way to deal with this. We just ask that the county be willing to come to the table and talk and work toward an agreement where there is a shared responsibility on both sides," Boudreau said.
ME's Office ex-investigator's sex-battery trial begins

As a new report in The Oklahoma, the former chief investigator for the state Medical Examiner's Office, Kevin Rowland, is expected to go to trial this week on charges of lewdly touching an employee.

The Oklahoma County jury selected Monday for the second-degree rape case against Rowland was seated Tuesday after a day of voir dire. The trial is scheduled to begin Wednesday.

Rowland, 57, has pleaded not guilty to the charges. He is accused of lewdly touching an employee in 2017.

The trial is being held in Oklahoma County District Court. It is being presided over by Judge Scott Cassady.

Rowland was the state's top investigator from 2017 to 2019. He was fired by the office's executive director, Shannon Muchmore, in 2019 after allegations of sexual misconduct.

The case against Rowland was brought by the Oklahoma County District Attorney's Office. It was filed in 2017 after the victim, an employee of the office, reported the incident.

Rowland has denied the allegations and has said he is innocent.

The trial is expected to last several weeks, with testimony from both the victim and Rowland. The case is being heard by a jury of 12 jurors and six alternates.

The trial is expected to conclude in late June or early July, with a verdict expected to be announced soon after.

Rowland has been suspended without pay since his firing in 2019. He is currently on leave without pay.

The Oklahoma County Medical Examiner's Office is the state's only forensic pathology lab. It provides services to law enforcement agencies and coroners across the state. The office is headquartered in Oklahoma City.

The office is supervised by an executive director, who is appointed by the governor with the consent of the Oklahoma Senate. The current executive director is Shannon Muchmore.

The office is funded by state tax dollars and is responsible for providing forensic pathology services to law enforcement agencies and coroners across the state. It is also responsible for certifying that deaths in the state are caused by natural causes, suicide, accident, or homicide.

The office's mission is to provide accurate, timely, and reliable forensic pathology services to law enforcement agencies and coroners across the state. It is committed to providing high-quality services that are affordable and accessible to all.